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The impact of criminalization on
Human Rights Defenders
In the Philippines there are many cases of criminalisation of human rights defenders (HRD). Beside
critical journalists, indigenious activists and NGO members there is another group that suffers from
criminalization: tenants who struggle for the implementation of the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform
Law (CARL). Usually this is initiated by powerful local landlords filing criminal cases against them.
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Regarding human rights the important question
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Who is responsible?

Some HRD loose their freedom because of figh-

In the following I will have a look at the behaviour
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tween the number of criminal cases

HRD worldwide are criminalised and

fundamental freedoms was adopted
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by the United Nation‘s General As-
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hard.
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Another relevant question is where
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and not a coincidence. Accordingly
IPON assumed that the HRD of KMBP
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vulnerable role of HRD the Uni-

tion with a very high impact. In ad-
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